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NO MATTER HOW MUCH OF HER I CLAIM, IT'S NEVER ENOUGH.She betrayed me, abandoned

me, ran away. The only thing I had left was a letter she wrote me, saying she had to go.That, and

my burning rage.With Jess gone, I make myself an oath: no woman will ever be more than an object

for me.A tool for my pleasure. Nothing less and nothing more.But fate is a fickle bitch, and when I

rescue a damsel in distress seven years later,It turns out to be none other than my ex-wife.She's

just as gorgeous as I remember her: all curves and dark brown hair. Lips like sin and skin like a

cloud. The old urges are still there.And time has only made them stronger. But Jess has acquired

some enemies since she left. And before I know it, there's a target on both of our backs.As much as

I want to let her sink or swim on her own,I know one thing and one thing only:I've got her back.And

she's never leaving me again.NEVER ENOUGH is a full-length, standalone romance novel with

steamy hot sex, strong language, a happily ever after ending, and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains

dark and disturbing themes, and over-the-top sexiness that may be uncomfortable for some

readers. Perfect for fans of Alexa Riley, Chiah Wilder, L Wilder, Sabrina Paige, Lauren Landish,

Vanessa Waltz, Jordan Marie, and Nicole Snow.For a limited time, contains a free bonus novel,

LEFT FOR DEAD, plus a sneak peek at my sexy MC romance, RYDER.
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The story had potential. The spelling and grammar was terrible! Really bad! The love between the

two characters wasn't brought across properly.Over explaining thoughts and feelings even while in

the middle of "the act".I couldn't pay attention to the book as a result. It got boring.Story did have

potential but was flawed with sequence of events.Why not offer to pay the loan shark?Why punch

the punching bag when the h is missing, knowing you're wasting valuable time?Characters thinking

was a bit immature for me!

I received a free copy in exchange for my honest review.Lexi Cross has never disappointed me with

her books. They get better with every release. Grayson and Jess are perfect together. I was hooked

from the start. You won't regret one clicking this today.

I rec'd an advanced copy (ARC) in exchange for my honest review.I love, love, love second chance

romances and I love Lexi Cross, so I was so excited to have the chance to read Never

Enough.Never Enough is the first book in LC's new Vipers MC series. Now, I should disclose that

I'm not a big fan of MC books bc I think most authors go way too far in being crass in an effort to

show how "hard" the MC is. LC didn't do that in Never Enough, though. Instead, she relied on the

back stories of how the main characters met, how the H came to be president, and how they

currently handled their situation to establish authority.The H, Greyson, and h, Jess, were high

school sweethearts that married and divorced young. When she left, Jess took two big secrets with

her. 7 years later, a dumb decision brings her, Greyson, and her secrets back together in an

explosive way.I liked Never Enough, but I didn't LOVE it like I love Lexi's other books. I thought Jess

was awfully nieve and made decisions you wouldn't expect from a grown woman. I also felt like the

H and h both spent a lot of time blaming themselves for things that really aren't anyones fault.The

love scenes, though. Whew. Some of the best I've read in a LONG time. 4 stars for getting that SO

right.Never Enough is a great set-up book for the rest of the series. I will continue to read them as I

think the series will only get better from here. Hope Tony is next!

While there were a few small type-O's or grammatical errors, this was a good read. Fiona has a

heart of gold despite the hurt she has endured and Jasper is able to open his heart to her and

Sophia to be the man they need in their life. There are a few twists and turns along the way, some a



little predictable, but some I didn't expect. There were a few times it seemed to drag a little, but not

for too long. All in all, a good book. :)

I received this ARC for an honest review. This the second book I have read from Lexi and was not

disappointed. Lexi has a style and way with her words that pulls you into the story and doesn't let

you go. When the story ends, you are left with wanting more. Never Enough is a HEA with no

cliffhangers. However I would have like a second book so I could Jess and Grayson explorer their

second chance together.Never Enough is a second chance romance for Jess and Grayson. Jess

and Grayson have been apart and a chance encounter brings them back together. Nothing has

changed between them, like no time has passed. Their love and desire for each other is there.

There is a steamy love scene that was very descriptive. Just as they try to get past their past, a

huge secret is uncover, then danger appears from around the corner. This enemy has been waiting

for them. He was there when Jess first left and he is back now they are together. They fight together

to overcome their enemy.This was great read and you fall for Jess and Grayson story. Mistakes are

were made when they were younger and now a little older, a little wiser, they love comes to a full

head. The only bad thing about the books was towards the end, the story felt rushed. Just as the

danger was brought out in the story, it seems to ended just a quickly.

"Never Enough" was a great read.There was a lot of history between Jess and Grayson- not all of it

pretty but this story is a second chance romance. The things that tore them apart in the first place

are still able to destroy their chance at a happily-ever-after. Will they be able to overcome the

miscommunication, distrust, and abandonment issues in order to reunite? The issues are major and

of course there are some secrets kept from our hero that may destroy their chances.I loved

Grayson. I thought everything about his character was spot on. He was tough, a leader, dripping

with appeal, and had to show a hard shell from the hurt he was dealt but underneath he was truly a

one-woman man who loves hard and forever. Separately for seven years, Jess and Grayson

survived without each other but didn't really live again until a chance encounter brought them back

into each others' lives.This story has a best friend, a motor cycle club, a loan shark, friends from the

past, loves of a lifetime, secrets, and a chance at forever. I highly recommend it.I received this book

as an ARC in exchange for an honest review.
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